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I.	Goals
	
	1. To help you overcome any fear of speaking.
	2. To converse on SURVIVAL ENGLISH topics,  e.g.:

Introductions		Fire and Robbery		 	Housing		Furniture
Doctor			Banking				Food			Repairs
Hospital			Post Office and Telephone	Car		    
Dentist			Transportation			Clothes
			
3. To provide you with as many in-class speaking opportunities as possible, so 
you may practice what you have learned.

II.	Text and handout assignments: As announced/or given out in class.
		
Freeman, Daniel B.  S. O. S.  Speaking of Survival.  New York:
			Oxford University Press, 1982

		Belcher, M. W.  Modern English Conversation. Second Edition.  
Taipei:  Crane Publishing Co.  2004.
		
		Note: Do not photocopy copyrighted works illegally without permission.
			
III.	Oral Evaluations

In this class there is no mid-term or final exam.  Instead, there are a  number  of  "conversation checks,"  which range in number, depending on the number of activities covered in a semester. In principle, each "conversation check" counts the same.  Also, daily grades may be announced or unannounced.

To receive a passing grade for this course, students must maintain a satisfactory
	level of daily participation each week.

A satisfactory level of daily participation each week means not only a satisfactory
	level of conversation, but also a satisfactory level of listening (which
	includes being a good listener, being attentive to the content of class 
	discussions, and not talking out of turn) and when directed by the teacher,
	a satisfactory level of reading and of writing (e. g. taking notes).

As this class is a conversation class, when instructor is discussing a topic
	with a student, all other students are to refrain from talking, to be good
	listeners, and are to be attentive to the content of the discussion.

All evaluations (for example, "conversation checks," daily grades,
	class activities) are subject to the University Test Regulations.

Students who ask for Kung Jya  ( 公 假  ) for departmental or other university unit activities must ask for leave in  advance; therefore they will take their "conversation check"  in advance.
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Students who miss announced "conversation checks" are to present evidence to apply for a  make-up check.  Two reasons are acceptable:  family illness,  very serious  personal illness , or hospital confinement (detailed doctor's/hospital’s excuse/evidence also required). 

Please note: In this class it will be necessary for students to practice in groups 
(usually two people).  Moreover, the instructor reserves the right to give a final semester grade of below 60 to any student who, at any time, refuses to practice with his/her group partner(s)

IV.  Attendance

Students are not to miss more than four hours (two meetings) of class or the equivalent.  	Late absences of less than 20 minutes = 1/2 hour absence.

The university no longer has attendance clerks.  Therefore, the university must
		accept the instructor's attendance record.  When taking roll, the instructor
		always calls out the names of the students who are not present.  
You are free to check your attendance at any time. 

Moreover, if you cannot come to class or if you must leave class because you are ill,  
you must see a doctor and bring a doctor’s excuse. 

The excuse must have the seal (chop) of the clinic or hospital that you visited. 
Your excuse must state one of the following:

	a. Your illness (your doctor's diagnosis)
		OR
	b. The specific medicine the doctor prescribed for you

Otherwise, your absence will not be excused.  

Please note: 

It is not sufficient to just submit a clinic/hospital registration form.
 	It is not sufficient for a doctor to just say that you needed to rest for
		a day.  

If you have trouble with headaches, allergies, eyes, menstrual pain, or other minor 
illnesses, you might want to carry appropriate medicine with you.

V. E-Mail

	In order to make it easy for the instructor to contact a student, each student must
		provide the instructor with a free yahoo.com or yahoo.com.tw e-mail address.

		You are required to

		1) Leave enough room in your e-mail box so you can receive e-mails.  Notify me
			if you change your e-mail address.
		2) Check your e-mail box daily.

